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POINT OF BEGINNING....
Although land ownership was an unfamiliar and almost alien concept, Thomas Jefferson thought all men should
have the right to own land, to buy, sell, or borrow against its value and to hand it down over the generations. And,
to pay taxes on it, moreover, from which good government might be purchased and paid for. This was Jefferson’s
dream.
This belief had helped propel him into his seat in the Continental Congress. And his unwavering devotion to its
principles led to his sponsorship of a new law a decade later.
It was Jefferson’s Land Ordinance of 1785 – a piece of legislation that laid down rules for how immense tracts of
new America countryside were to be described and eventually distributed. To start the process there had to be a
place where the surveys would be formally begun, a place that was touchingly named, as it remains today, the
Point of Beginning.
The honor of locating this point went to Ohio – or what would later become Ohio. The point can still be seen today.
It is on the outskirts of a grimy industrial town called East Liverpool.
It is a cement monument. A four-sided obelisk, not unlike the very top of the Washington Monument. Few of the
motorists hurling by on State Route 39 bother to stop to read the cast-iron markers. Yet, it should be most alluring.
It is indisputably one of the most historically significant sites in the nation, a place that should have tour buses, an
information center and a souvenir stall. Instead, it sports precious little parking space and a scattering of litter.
Thomas Hutchins, the first Geographer of the United States, was very much Thomas Jefferson’s man. For he
was the person who created the system of surveying that continues to be employed in America to this day. On
September 30, 1785 he set off and established ranges, townships, sections and subsections. By the way, his
quarter-quarter section equals 40 acres which led to the phrase “forty acres and a mule.”
Soon after the survey was well under way and firmly a part of the nation’s law, it was impossible not to look forward
to distant times even though lands in the north belonged to Britain, the south belonged to Spain, and western lands
were claimed by France. This was indeed his dream that someday a people will cover the continent from sea to
shining sea and live with similar laws.
Source: The Men Who United the States, copyrighted 2013 by Simon Winchester.
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OUR FOUNDING.....Part 3......Jenni McCauley
This is the third and final installment exploring the first forty years of your
Wyoming Historical Society. A special thanks to Founding Member Jenni
McCauley for all she has done for this organization over those forty years.

The exciting achievement cementing the importance of Wyoming’s Historical
Society was the 1986 acceptance of the Wyoming “Village” Historic District and
18 Historic Homes outside the District onto the United States National Register
of Historic Places This recognition gave the Society and the city exciting
publicity opportunities to reach not only those who had grown up in Wyoming but
also to everyone in the District and the Cincinnati metropolitan area.
Additionally, Wyoming, Ohio was the first to be nationally recognized for
achieving a large historic district completed totally by volunteers. This meant
a lot to the volunteer committee as it had taken five years to complete the
necessary process of researching, compiling the information, writing the
extensive nomination, completing the required visual presentation and then finally presenting its findings
to the State of Ohio Historical Society. Luckily the State Historical Society concurred and made their
necessary “Yes” recommendation to the National Register. Finally, Wyoming was then listed on our
nation’s National Register of Historic Places.
The Nation Register achievement was made possible only by a terrific group of dedicated volunteers.
It could never have been achieved without their time and dedication. It began with Dick Evans of City
Council and Tom Stegman of Planning Commission who initiated the idea and convinced City Council
to support this volunteer effort with its great benefits to our city. It moved forward by Jenni McCauley
who organized the process, chaired the efforts, completed the nomination and presented it to the state.
It was achievable only due to the dedicated research and photography of its fabulous committee: Nancy
Achterman, Marilyn Braun, Jan Byer, Lee Crooks, Al Delgado, Eileen Dennis, Dick Halberstadt, Ken
Hiller, Pat Jackson, Jane Link, Susan Long, Chuck Olson, Lynn Ruckman, Bette Sherman, Anne Stein,
Kathleen Tamarkin, Presley Thompson and John Zoller. Without them, the national recognition could
never have been achieved.
After Wyoming achieved National Register recognition, the celebrations began! What fun we had!
Together, WHS, the City, and the Committee sponsored a fabulous Victorian costume party at the Civic
Center! Dressed in Victorian clothing, everyone had a joyous celebration! Next came a grand Victorian
House Tour celebrating the new District and the major styles in the Village. The Cincinnati Enquirer
did a full page article touting our house styles, our beautiful village and our fabulous National Register
recognition. Cincinnati Preservation Association described us thus “Wyoming is known for its lovely
naturalistic landscaping and for high standards of design, preservation and amenities. Its development
has been remarkable, thoughtful, and consistent. Wyoming remains today a veritable museum of
residential architecture.” Thousands toured our restored Victorians and the village areas with great
enthusiasm.
Over time, there were wonderful benefits for our city and schools. First were large numbers of new
families moving to the now desirable village area. Their children increased enrollment and revitalized
our schools. Secondly, these new residents could get mortgages to renovate the village homes for
“red-lining” older neighborhoods had recently been outlawed. Thirdly, this greatly increased property
values throughout the village. For the first time in over 40 years, the city and schools received significant
increases in tax receipts. Much needed repairs and improvements could finally be done. And the final
unanticipated benefit was that many committee members and new residents got involved in Wyoming
using their enthusiasm, experience, and knowledge to benefit all.
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BUSINESS MEMBERS

Sue Lewis, Sibcy Cline

In the industry, Sue is known for her commitment to clients and
their specific needs. In fact, the majority of her business derives
from referrals or the return of past clientele. Sue, a real estate
professional, focuses her services on analyzing marketing strategies for maximum exposure and negotiating sales to achieve the
best possible price.

JOINING THE BOARD IS: Jim Briggs
From nursery school, to Hilltop School, to the
(old) Pike School, to the ‘real’ High School (now
the middle school), on to Indiana University
where I met Cindy and we have been married
since 1976. I have been in Wyoming, well,
almost forever it seems. I can count 14 different
houses that our family has lived in and I can
truly say Wyoming is a great place to live.
Cindy had a 30-year teaching career with
25 years teaching English at Wyoming High
School. I worked in the family business, Peck
Hannaford + Briggs, mechanical contractors,
Since 1899, for 45 of the company’s 123 years
(and counting), following my grandfather and
father into the business. I retired 3 years ago
after a great transition to the next generation of folks.
I currently enjoy the cycling group we have in Wyoming with a great group
of riders and friends. Perhaps you have seen us in the mornings after our
ride at Half Day or the bakery enjoying a cup of coffee and some post ride
camaraderie.
My interest in history goes back to our 8th grade Ohio history teacher, a
wonderful man, David McNeil. We learned about the early, early history
of Ohio from the mound builders to the present – fascinating. History
has an important part to play in our lives and we can and should learn
and benefit from it every day. I look forward to joining the board of the
Wyoming Historical Society.

MEMBERSHIP...

Our membership year is January-December with our membership drive
happening late each fall. However, we gladly welcome new members at
anytime of the year. For a year dues are: Family $20, Contributing $50,
Business $25. New members joining after August will be credited through
December of the following year. New members please send your check,
name, address, phone and email to us and we will handle the rest. 800
Oak Avenue, Wyoming, OH 45215. Thank you.
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JOINING THE BOARD IS: David Savage
In 1993, Dave retired after a 31 year career in
the consumer products industry; 12 years with
Procter and Gamble, and 19 years with the
Drackett Company, a subsidiary of the BristolMyers Squibb Company. During this career, his
duties included product development, mergers
and acquisitions, and international business.
Following retirement, he spent 10 years as an
international business consultant, with clients in
Zambia and Egypt.
From 1979 to 2007, he was involved in local government in the City of
Wyoming, Ohio, with the last 22 of those years serving as the Mayor.
Currently, he is a docent of the Cincinnati Heritage Program at the Cincinnati Museum Center, giving lectures on various aspects of Cincinnati
history and leading tours of the Museum Center and the southwest Ohio
region. For 10 years, he served as president of that group.
His other interests include both photography and music. For years he
was an avid participant in the Wyoming Art Show, winning awards more
than once. He also served 20 years as the staff photographer for the
Augusta Heritage Center, located at Davis and Elkins College in Elkins,
West Virginia. Musically, he has been a choir director, vocal performer,
and is a builder and player of the traditional Appalachian Mountain dulcimer.
David and his late wife, Judy, moved into Wyoming in 1964. They have
three children and five grandchildren.ˇ

NEW MEMBER WELCOME...
Anne Black - Stephanie Denton
John & LeBecca Hall
Ethan Pagliaro - Margart Polen - Shafiq Waller

2022 Wyoming Historical Society

Please
patronize
our local business
members

OFFICERS:
Jim Walton, President
Open, Vice-President
Jeff Blunt, Treasurer
Mickey Jewett, Secretary
Sherry Sheffield
Newsletter Editor &
Office Manager
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Sheri Callaghan
Mickey Jewett
David Lentz
Mike O’Neill
Brian Pitman
Amy Pursley
Sue Saylors
David Savage
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Nadine Roberts Waters—A Hidden Heroine - Part 2
Jennifer Greenwald Sauers
After I left for college, Nadine wrote me letters in an
elegant script. With large loops and confidently crossed
T’s, she’d mingle words of encouragement with stories
from her past. Even at 88, she fantasized about being
lionized once more in Europe.
Nadine died in 1985 at 93. Through the years, Nadine and
her scrapbook shimmered in my mind like a faraway star.
In fact, Nadine spent a lifetime following her star, a phrase
she often used when describing her trajectory. Yet gender
bias, ageism, economic hardship, and racial inequity
hampered her career success. “If I had an impresario, I
would return to Paris, the country that opened their doors
to me,” she wrote me in 1980. “I was never idle. Here, I am
freelancing, still seeking to ‘arrive’…”
Had she not seen herself as successful, I wondered? If
Nadine defined success as mere fame and fortune, then
perhaps she fell short. But I believed another answer
existed between the pages of her scrapbook. What if
it revealed that what Nadine left behind was, instead,
a triumph? That despite perceived failures, persistent
obstacles, and plans gone awry, she was victorious. And
her legacy, sprinkled like stardust, was her ability
to break down barriers while displaying optimism
and drive and inspiring others to do the same.

Nadine Roberts Waters

I never believed I’d see her scrapbook again, but the image of the overstuffed book stuck with me through
the years. In 2019, while requesting information from the Wyoming Historical Society for a family history
project, I impulsively asked the director if they had information on Nadine. I mentioned the scrapbook but
doubted its existence.
The next day, the director, Sherry Sheffield, called. “Are you sitting down?” she asked. My heart beat fast
as I said yes. She dropped her voice to a conspiratorial whisper and said, “I have it right here.” Someone
who recognized its historical value had turned it in twenty years earlier.
Less than an hour later, Sherry met me with a gleam in her eye. I watched as she walked to a row of
shelves, pulled down a mammoth archival box, and carried it back to the library table. She opened the lid
and lifted the oversized scrapbook, bulging with documents and pregnant with possibility. I whooped at
what felt like a magical discovery and immediately pulled out my smartphone and digitized its pages.
That evening, I committed to uncovering my friend’s hidden story. Nadine’s album contained about a
thousand items, and these scrapbook secrets led to the discovery of hundreds of online articles, archival
material, and scores of buried stories. Here are a few that were rescued from the delicate, deteriorating
pages that she once assembled with diligence and delight.
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(Continued from page 5)

Born in 1891 (or 1892), Nadine was raised in a civic-minded and musically talented family that made
their home in Wyoming, Ohio. Her mother was a teacher, and her father was the first Black supervisor
with the U.S. Postal Service in Cincinnati. Nadine, her father and two sisters sang every week at their
church in Lockland; her mother played the organ.
In the early 1920s, Nadine was refused entrance to Cincinnati’s music conservatory because she was
Black. However, with the aid of scholarships, she quit a menial job and moved to Boston to study at the
New England Conservatory of Music. Nadine majored in voice and languages, and, during her six years
in Boston, she learned French, German and Italian. She excelled in her studies and performed many
recitals.
Note:
Jennifer is actively researching the life of Nadine Waters. If you or someone you know have memories
of Nadine, Jennifer would love to speak with you. Please contact her at jenniferasauers@outlook.com or
(513) 218-5979.
(Nadine Roberts Waters was raised in Wyoming and after her adventures across the globe she returned to her home
town. Thanks to Annie Lou Richardson Helmsderfer, your Wyoming Historical Society is the caretaker of Nadine’s
scrapbook. We are, with the help of the Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library, working to preserve the
scrapbook and the stories it holds.)

NEW ADDITIONS - WYOMING AUTHORS COLLECTION
The Wyoming Historical Society has a library full of books by Wyoming authors? Here are some
of our most recent additions to the library. We’re always looking for donations to our Wyoming
Authors Collection, so check your shelves at home for books, music, or movies written, produced/
directed by or featuring Wyoming-ites (past or present). We’d love to add them to our collection!

When Charley Met Emma
Amy Webb

This delightful book helps kids think about disability, kindness, and how to behave
when they meet someone who is different from them.

Mickey Mantle: The Commerce Comet
Jonah Winter, illustrated by C.F. Payne
Written for elementary readers, this is an extraordinary picture-book biography
that traces Mickey Mantle’s unparalleled baseball career. Illustrated by
Wyoming alum, C.F. Payne.

Riverfront Stadium: Home of the Big Red Machine
Mike Shannon, with photographs by Dr. G. Russell Frankel
Highlights the 32 year history of the stadium with a heavy focus on the
successes of the Reds in the 1970s. The stories are told through almost
200 photographs. Several of these photos were snapped by Dr. G. Russell
Frankel of Wyoming, Ohio.
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HISTORY OF TIDE......Amy Pursley
In 2006, the American Chemical Society designated the development of Tide laundry detergent to be a
National Historic Chemical Landmark. The path to this achievement ran directly
through Wyoming, Ohio.
In the 1930s, Robert A. Duncan, who lived at 129 Wyoming Avenue, researched
German technologies in hopes of finding a way to improve the effect of soap when
used with hard water. Duncan’s team found a way to produce a two-part molecule;
one end would bond with oils and grease, the other end would bond with water,
which effectively washed away the soils. In 1933, Procter and Gamble launched
Dreft laundry detergent, the first synthetic (chemically-constructed) detergent sold in
the United States.
While Dreft was successful with hard water, sales were slow because it was not effective on heavily soiled
laundry. P&G worked hard to develop a detergent that would address these tougher stains, but lack of
progress threatened to shelve the effort. However, another Wyoming resident, David “Dick” Byerly (825
Reily), refused to give up. While Byerly’s management had basically given up on the detergent to pursue
more productive endeavors, Dick continued his research covertly. Once his work showed a glimmer of
promise, it was brought to the attention of Herb Coith, associate director of the Chemical Division at P&G
and a resident of 667 Reily Road. Herb hesitantly agreed to allow the research to continue, with the caveat
that other departments not be involved. Particularly, he didn’t want Byerly approaching Bruce Strain,
manager of process development for detergents and resident of 315 Reily Road, to produce samples for
research purposes. With World War II looming, production resources needed to be reserved for existing
products.
Byerly’s research picked up steam in 1941. As he closed in on the right formula, he needed batch samples
because his hand-mixed samples could not be fully tested. Without formal approval, Byerly’s team
approached Bruce Strain to produce the needed samples. Strain obliged when he could, but word of the
project began to spread quickly among the P&G ranks. In 1945, Herb Coith finally decided to present
the detergent work to senior management, who were oblivious to the project that had been tabled a
decade earlier. The management team quickly recognized the new detergent as a “significant innovation”.
Normally P&G used a 2-year schedule to ramp up testing and production in order to do a soft launch of
a new product, with a national launch coming a year later. But the executive team was concerned that
competitors would crowd the market and decided to expedite the launch process, resulting in a “blind
commitment of millions of dollars in new equipment and advertising for a product that no one was sure
would be a success.”
As luck would have it, the launch of Tide coincided with the introduction of automatic top-loading washing
machines. The P&G marketing team worked with washing machine manufacturers to provide boxes of Tide
inside the new machines. Needless to say, Tide was an instant success.
Robert A. Duncan acquired six patents for various soaps and detergents, including the formula for Dreft.
David Byerly acquired two patents for Tide. Prior to the development of Tide, Herb Coith acquired over a
dozen patents, mostly for baked goods and shortening, but also a few for soap. Bruce Strain also held four
patents for production and composition of detergents.
Robert A. Duncan ended up having a generational impact on the work at Procter & Gamble. His son,
Robert C. Duncan (450 Oliver Road), followed a similar career path at P&G. Robert C. Duncan acquired
eight patents in the 1960s and 1970s for diapers and bandages.
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/landmarks/tidedetergent.html
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PROGRAMS - PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS - PROGRAMS
Program Chair, Anne Black, is working
hard to come up with programs to finish
this year and fill out our schedule for next
year. It seems that covid rears up almost
everytime we try to book a program! It
must have been magic that we actually had
our November 40th Birthday program and
celebration.
As soon as we confirm speakers, programs
and locations we will send up the Bat
Signal and let everyone know. Thank you
for letting us know that you miss them.

THANK YOU.....
Talking about our history we need to thank John
Helmsderfer. He donated to us historical items
belonging to his late mother, Annie Lou. We
thank him and are working hard to get everything
properly sorted, stored or filed.

PRESIDENT’S LETTER...Jim Walton
Dear Members,
Happy Spring to everyone!
Warm temps are returning! Its
nice to see residents out and
about after a long, gray winter.
The Wyoming Historical
Society will be busy in the
month of May, preparing a new program at the
Civic Center, along with the return of the annual
Third Grade Historical Tours.
And most importantly, this Spring our Archivist/
Historian Sherry Sheffield is receiving the
Col. Robert Reily Award for her decades-long
dedication to Wyoming and its history.
Thank you for your ongoing support.
Jim Walton, President

